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A COMMUTATIVITY CRITERION FOR ı-PRIME RINGS
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Abstract. We prove that under some natural assumptions, a ı-prime ring is commutative whenever
so is the range of the derivation ı. We also provide a few useful observations on ı-prime rings,
related to the main theorem.
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1. PRELIMINARIES AND INTRODUCTION

Throughout the present note, R is an associative ring, possibly without identity,
and ı W R �! R is a derivation. The latter means that the map ı is additive and
satisfies the Leibniz rule

8x;y 2R W ı.xy/D ı.x/yCxı.y/:

We will denote by N the set of non-negative integers (and by Z the set of all integers).
We define

ın D

8<: idR; if nD 0,
ı ı : : :ı ı„ ƒ‚ …

n

; if n 2Nn f0g.

The commutator of elements x;y 2 R is defined by Œx;y�D xy�yx. Let us recall
that a set E � R is said to be ı-stable, if ı.E/� E. A left, right, or two-sided ideal
I of the ring R is called a ı-ideal, if it is a ı-stable set. Observe that the intersection
of an arbitrary family of two-sided ı-ideals of the ring R is again a two-sided ı-ideal
of R. This fact enables us to consider two-sided ı-ideals generated by subsets of R.
In the latter two sentences, the word “two-sided” can obviously be replaced by “left”
or “right”. The ring R is said to be 2-torsion free, if

8x 2R W 2x D 0 H) x D 0:

The centralizer, the left annihilator and the right annihilator of a setE �R are defined
by

CR.E/D fa 2R W ax D xa for all x 2Eg;
ann`.E/D fa 2R W ax D 0 for all x 2Eg;
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annr.E/D fa 2R W xaD 0 for all x 2Eg;

respectively. It is easy to see that ann`.E/ is a left ideal of the ring R and annr.E/ is
a right ideal of R. Moreover, if E is ı-stable, then both annihilators are ı-ideals. We
denote by Z.R/ the center of R, i.e.,

Z.R/D CR.R/D fa 2R W ax D xa for all x 2Rg:

The present note is concerned with ı-prime rings. Let us recall that the ring R is
said to be ı-prime, if it is nonzero and the product of any two its nonzero two-sided
ı-ideals is again nonzero. Notice that R is prime if and only if it is 0-prime (i.e.,
ı-prime with ı being the zero derivation). A typical example of a ı-prime ring which
is not even semiprime can be found, for instance, in [8]. The theorem below provides
among other things a useful characterization of ı-prime rings in terms of annihilators.
For the proof of the theorem we refer to [9].

Theorem 1. Suppose that R is a nonzero ring. The following conditions are equi-
valent:
.1/ R is ı-prime,
.2/ for any a;b 2R, if 8n 2N W aRın.b/D f0g, then aD 0 or b D 0,
.3/ for any a;b 2R, if 8n 2N W ın.a/Rb D f0g, then aD 0 or b D 0,
.4/ for any a;b 2R, if the product of the two-sided ı-ideal of R

generated by a and the two-sided ı-ideal of R generated by b
is equal to f0g, then aD 0 or b D 0,

.5/ the product of any two nonzero left ı-ideals of R is again nonzero,

.6/ the product of any two nonzero right ı-ideals of R is again nonzero,

.7/ for an arbitrary nonzero left ı-ideal I of the ring R
we have ann`.I /D f0g,

.8/ for an arbitrary nonzero right ı-ideal J of the ring R
we have annr.J /D f0g.

Some further information about ı-prime rings can be found in [2]. For an exhaustive
historical account on derivations in abstract algebra we refer to [3].

Derivations on rings such that the elements in the range commute have been stud-
ied extensively over the years. The study of such derivations on prime rings of char-
acteristic different from 2 was initiated by Herstein in [6]. The results of Herstein
were then generalized in Daif’s paper [4] to semiprime rings. At the present time, a
considerable number of various modifications and extensions of Herstein and Daif’s
original results are known (see, for instance, [1, 5, 11]; we also refer to [10] for a
general survey of commutativity conditions for rings). Most of these modifications
and extensions require the underlying ring to be prime or at least semiprime. The
present note generalizes some of the results in [6, 7] to ı-prime rings. Our main pur-
pose is to prove that if the ring R is ı-prime, then under certain natural assumptions
the commutativity of ı.R/ implies the commutativity of R.
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2. THE RANGE OF A DERIVATION

Let us begin with a slightly enhanced version of [7, Theorem 1].

Proposition 1. Suppose that ı3 ¤ 0. Then the subring S of the ring R generated
by ı.R/ contains a nonzero two-sided ı-ideal of R.

Proof. Let I be the two-sided ı-ideal of R generated by the set ı3.R/. Obviously,
I ¤ f0g. We will show that I � S . Observe first that I coincides with the totality of
finite sums of elements of the setA[B[C [ı3.R/, whereAD faı3.x/ W a;x 2Rg,
B Dfı3.x/b W b;x 2Rg and C Dfaı3.x/b W a;b;x 2Rg. Consequently, it is enough
to prove that A[B [C [ ı3.R/ � S . Notice that ı3.R/ � ı.R/. Now, pick any
r;y 2R. Then

ı.rı.y//D ı.r/ı.y/C rı2.y/:

Since ı.rı.y// and ı.r/ı.y/ belong to the subring S , we therefore get rı2.y/ 2 S .
In the same way one can prove that ı2.y/r 2 S . Hence

AD faı2.ı.x// W a;x 2Rg � S;

and analogously B � S . It remains to show that C � S . For arbitrary a;b;x 2R we
have

ı.aı2.x/b/D ı.a/ı2.x/bCaı3.x/bCaı2.x/ı.b/:

Since aı2.x/ and ı2.x/b are elements of S , the above equality implies that aı3.x/b 2
S . The desired inclusion follows. �

The slight enhancement thus consists in replacing a “usual” ideal of the ring R
with a ı-ideal of R. However, the proof which we have presented is in fact Herstein’s
original proof, with a few technical modifications. (We include this proof for the
sake of completness). This is because the “usual” two-sided ideal of R generated by
ı3.R/ is ı-stable.

3. AUXILIARY RESULTS

We now start with a simple lemma concerning two derivations.

Lemma 1. Let I be a nonzero left or right ı-ideal of the ring R. Moreover, let
d W R �! R be a derivation. Suppose that R is ı-prime and d vanishes on I . Then
d D 0.

Proof. Assume that I is a left ı-ideal. Pick any a 2 I and any x 2 R. Since
RI � I , the Leibniz rule yields 0D d.xa/D d.x/a. Consequently, d.R/� ann`.I /.
It follows therefore from the ı-primeness that d.R/D f0g. If I is a right ı-ideal, we
can proceed analogously. �

Recall that for any fixed a 2 R, the map @a W R 3 x 7�! Œa;x� 2 R is a derivation.
This derivation is referred to as the inner derivation of the ring R induced by a.
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Lemma 2. Let I be as in the previous lemma. Suppose, again, that the ring R is
ı-prime. Then R is commutative whenever so is I .

Proof. Assume that the ı-ideal I is commutative. Pick an arbitrary a 2 I . By the
commutativity of I , the inner derivation @a W R �! R vanishes on I . The previous
lemma therefore implies that @a.x/D Œa;x�D 0 for any x 2 R. Thus we have I �
Z.R/. Now, pick an arbitrary b 2R. Since I �Z.R/, the inner derivation @b vanishes
on I . Consequently, Œb;x�D 0 for all x 2R. The commutativity of R follows. �

The next lemma is a generalized version of [6, Lemma 1.1.7].

Lemma 3. Let u 2R and k 2N. Then the set

Akı .u/D ann`.fŒı
m.u/;x� W x 2R; m 2N; m> kg/

is a two-sided ı-ideal of the ring R. Moreover, if R is ı-prime and A0ı .u/¤ f0g, then
u 2 Z.R/.

Proof. Obviously, Akı .u/ is a left ideal of R. Pick arbitrary elements a 2 Akı .u/
and x;y 2R. Let m 2N be such that m> k. Then we have

0D aŒım.u/;yx�D aŒım.u/;y�xCayŒım.u/;x�D ayŒım.u/;x�:

This yields that ay 2 Akı .u/ for any a 2 Akı .u/ and any y 2 R. Hence Akı .u/ is a
right ideal of R. We will show that Akı .u/ is ı-stable. If a 2 Akı .u/, x 2 R, m 2N
and m> k, then

0D ı.aŒım.u/;x�/D

D ı.a/Œım.u/;x�CaŒımC1.u/;x�CaŒım.u/;ı.x/�D

D ı.a/Œım.u/;x�:

Consequently, ı.a/ 2 Akı .u/ for an arbitrary a 2 Akı .u/.
Let us turn to the “moreover” part. Suppose that R is a ı-prime ring and A0ı .u/¤

f0g. Since A0ı .u/ is a two-sided ı-ideal of R, it follows that annr.A0ı .u//D f0g. But

fŒu;x� W x 2Rg D fŒı0.u/;x� W x 2Rg � annr.A0ı .u//:

Therefore Œu;x�D 0 for all x 2R. This means that u 2 Z.R/. �

In [6] (proof of Lemma 1.1.9), Herstein showed that if R is a semiprime ring of
characteristic different from 2 and ı2D 0, then ıD 0. The first part of the proposition
below is a modification of the result: we impose a weaker condition on ı and assume
that R is ı-prime. Before starting the proposition, notice that R2 is a two-sided ı-
ideal of the ring R.

Proposition 2. Let R be a 2-torsion free ı-prime ring.
.i/ If ı2.R2/D f0g, then ı D 0.
.i i/ If ı ¤ 0, then CR.ı.R//D Z.R/.
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Proof. Suppose that ı2 vanishes on R2. Define K � R to be the totality of finite
sums of elements of the form aı.x/b, where a;b 2 R and x 2 R2. Then K is a two-
sided ı-ideal of the ring R. Now, pick arbitrary r;s 2 R2. Since R is 2-torsion free
and

0D ı2.rs/D ı2.r/sC2ı.r/ı.s/C rı2.s/D 2ı.r/ı.s/;

we get ı.r/ı.s/D 0. Consequently, if x;y;´ 2R2, then

0D ı.x/ı.´y/D ı.x/ı.´/yC ı.x/´ı.y/D ı.x/´ı.y/:

It follows that aı.x/bf ı.y/g D 0 for any a;b;f;g 2 R and any x;y 2 R2. This
yieldsK2D f0g. In view of the ı-primeness ofR, we have thereforeK D f0g. Again
let x 2R2. Since

8a;b 2R W aı.x/b D 0;

we obtain ı.x/R � annr.R/. The ı-primeness implies that annr.R/ D f0g. Thus
ı.x/ 2 ann`.R/. But ann`.R/D f0g too. We have therefore proved that ı.R2/D f0g.
Finally, pick an arbitrary a 2R and an arbitrary x 2R2. Then

0D ı.ax/D ı.a/xCaı.x/D ı.a/x:

It follows that ı.R/� ann`.R
2/. Using the ı-primeness again, we get R2 ¤ f0g and

hence ann`.R
2/D f0g. We have therefore ı D 0.

Let us turn to property .i i/. We will proceed by contraposition. Suppose that
CR.ı.R// ¤ Z.R/. In other words, there is an element u 2 R n Z.R/ such that
Œu;ı.a/� D 0 for any a 2 R. Define C D CR.fım.u/ W m 2 Ng/. An easy induc-
tion shows that

8m 2N8a 2R W Œım.u/;ı.a/�D 0:

Hence ı.R/� C . Moreover, if x 2R, c 2 C and m 2N, then

0D Œım.u/;ı.cx/�D Œım.u/;ı.c/xC cı.x/�D Œım.u/;ı.c/x�C Œım.u/;cı.x/�D

D Œım.u/;ı.c/�xC ı.c/Œım.u/;x�C Œım.u/;c�ı.x/C cŒım.u/;ı.x/�D

D ı.c/Œım.u/;x�:

This yields that ı.C / � A0ı .u/. Since u … Z.R/, it follows from Lemma 3 that
A0ı .u/D f0g. Consequently, ı.C /D f0g. We therefore obtain

ı2.R2/� ı2.R/D ı.ı.R//� ı.C /D f0g

(because ı.R/� C ). Thus by property .i/, we have ı D 0. �

4. THE MAIN THEOREM

Our main result is a generalization of Herstein’s [7, Theorem 2].
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Theorem 2. Let R be a ı-prime ring. Suppose that

8x;y 2R W ı.x/ı.y/D ı.y/ı.x/:

Then R is commutative whenever one of the following conditions is satisfied:
.1/ ı3 ¤ 0,
.2/ ı ¤ 0 and R is 2-torsion free.

Proof. Assume that condition .1/ is satisfied. Let S be the subring of the ring R
generated by ı.R/. Proposition 1 guarantees that there exists a nonzero two-sided ı-
ideal I of the ring R contained in S . Since the elements of ı.R/ commute pairwise,
the subring S is commutative. Therefore so is I . The commutativity of the ring R
now follows from Lemma 2.

Assume that condition .2/ is satisfied. Since the elements of ı.R/ commute pair-
wise, we have ı.R/ � CR.ı.R//. Consequently, Proposition 2 .i i/ yields ı.R/ �
Z.R/. Notice that E D fx 2R W ı.x/¤ 0g is a nonempty set and pick any x 2E. Let
y 2R. Since ı.y/ 2 Z.R/ and ı.xy/ 2 Z.R/, we get

ı.x/yxCx2ı.y/D ı.x/yxCxı.y/x D ı.xy/x D xı.xy/D

D xı.x/yCx2ı.y/:

It follows that ı.x/yx D xı.x/y. Hence

ı.x/Œx;y�D ı.x/xy� ı.x/yx D xı.x/y�xı.x/y D 0:

An easy inductive argument now shows that

.�/ 8n 2Nn f0g8y 2R W ın.x/Œx;y�D 0:

Consider the two-sided ı-ideal J of the ring R generated by ı.x/. Notice that J ¤
f0g. Since ın.x/ 2 Z.R/ for all n 2Nnf0g, the ideal J coincides with the totality of
finite sums of elements of the set A[B , where

AD faın.x/ W a 2R; n 2Nn f0gg; B D fkın.x/ W k 2Z; n 2Nn f0gg

(cf. [9, Proposition 2.6]). Property (�) therefore yields fŒx;y� W y 2Rg � annr.J /. It
follows now from the ı-primeness of R that Œx;y�D 0 for all y 2R. Hence we have
proved that

.��/ 8x 2R W ı.x/¤ 0 H) x 2 Z.R/:

Finally, let ´ 2R be such that ı.´/D 0. Pick some x0 2E. Then ı.´Cx0/¤ 0. By
property (��), we therefore get ´Cx0 2 Z.R/. Since x0 also belongs to Z.R/, we
obtain that ´ 2 Z.R/. The commutativity of the ring R follows. �
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